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Abstract
The present study aims to propose and test an integrative model that considers the mediating effect of procedural justice on the relationships between personality traits and job satisfaction (JS). Such inquiry is important in that it tests a mediated relationship that reflects a process of connecting personality with behavior. We hypothesized that the personality traits of an employee would affect their justice perceptions and consequently, their level of JS. Survey data were collected from 218 employees working in insurance companies. Hierarchical regression analyses postulated that Big-Five and JS relationships were mediated by procedural justice. The relationships between conscientiousness and JS were completely mediated by procedural justice, while the relations between extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism and JS were partially mediated by procedural justice. Our findings indicate that organizations should focus more on developing employees’ justice which is the underlying relationship between personality and JS.
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1. Introduction
Job satisfaction is one of the best research concepts in both management and psychology literature, and associated with important work related outcomes, such as, higher levels of job performance, organizational citizenship behavior, lower levels of turnover (Hulin & Judge, 2003), and counterproductive behavior (Gottfredson & Holland, 1990). Therefore researchers try to determine the antecedents of job satisfaction and invest considerable amount of resources to increase the satisfaction of their employees (Heskett, Sasser, & Schlesinger, 1997).

The existence of individual differences in job satisfaction has been recognized for as long as job satisfaction has formally studied, but the dispositional approach to job satisfaction has been the focus of most relevant literature starting from 1980s (Illies & Judge, 2003). The dispositional approach is based on the assumption that personality characteristics are stable over time and are useful in explaining and predicting individuals’ attitudes and behaviors. It also argues that job satisfaction may be partly determined by one or more enduring individual characteristics (Illies & Judge, 2003; Staw, Bell, & Clausen, 1986; Staw & Cohen-Charash, 2005). Among dispositional approach scholars, Weiss and Adler (1984) stated that individuals dispositions, which are stable overtime, determine at least to some extent their attitudes and behaviors in organizations. Moreover, Staw and Ross (1985) indicated that individuals possess a disposition toward the happiness which significantly affects their job satisfaction in different types of jobs and organizations.

However, some scholars argue that job satisfaction is influenced by some factors other than individual traits (Cohrs, Abele, & Dette, 2006). One such factor is the individual’s evaluation of organizational justice. The literature regarding organizational justice displays that justice perceptions have direct relationships to job satisfaction such that those individuals who perceive that the procedures as fair, are more satisfied with their work environment (Colquitt, Conlon, Wesson, Porter, & Ng, 2001). Thus, the present study aims to propose and test an integrative model that considers both personality traits and procedural justice perceptions as predictors of job satisfaction. Such inquiry is important in that it tests a mediated relationship that reflects a process of connecting personality with work attitudes.
We examined the procedural justice as the specific mediator, reasoning that several personality traits will aggravate individuals' perception of fairness and thus facilitate their satisfaction at work. We argue that personality-job satisfaction linkage should be explained, in part, through some motivational variables that more proximally reflect their evaluation of work environment and experiences. In the following paragraphs, we will first investigate the relationships between personality traits and job satisfaction, justice and job satisfaction, personality traits and organizational justice and finally discuss the mediated effects.

2. Theoretical Background and Hypothesized Relationships

2.1. Personality trait influences on job satisfaction

The understanding of how personality affects job satisfaction is underdeveloped despite the work that currently exists. Given the robustness of Big-Five (Digman, 1990) and its power in describing personality, specifically we focused on the Big-five personality traits, which includes the dimensions of extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience.

Of these traits conscientiousness, agreeableness, extraversion and neuroticism have most obvious connections with job satisfaction (Judge, Heller, & Mount, 2002). The early study of Furnham and Zacherl (1986), investigating the relationship between personality and job satisfaction measured by a multi-dimensional scale, showed that psychoticism and neuroticism correlated negatively while extraversion correlated positively with job satisfaction. Employees with high neuroticism scores tended to be less satisfied with the amount of work, their coworkers and their pay, while employees with high psychoticism (tough-minded) tend to be less satisfied with their supervisors, the nature of work and their co-workers than with low psychoticism (tender-minded) scores. People with high extraversion scores, on the other hand, correlated positively with all sub dimensions of satisfaction. Similarly Brief, Butcher and Roberson (1995) found that neuroticism has the strongest negative correlation with job satisfaction. The results of the recent meta-analysis of Judge et al. (2002) based on 163 independent samples displayed that employees’ personalities, specifically emotional stability, conscientiousness and extraversion are important in understanding job satisfaction with correlations of .29, .26, and .17 respectively. The theory and research on the links between personality traits and job satisfaction lead us to expect that, among those: conscientiousness, agreeableness, extraversion will positively predict job satisfaction while neuroticism will negatively predict job satisfaction. We cannot make a specific prediction with respect to openness to experience trait in predicting job satisfaction due to limited theoretical research.

2.2. Organizational justice-job satisfaction relationships

Organizational justice is defined as the perception of fairness of the employees in the workplace related with the ways how they have been treated fairly in their jobs and job related outcomes. The basic reasoning of justice theories is that justice perceptions are the major determinants of individuals’ reactions to their decisions. The taxonomy that is often used to describe organizational justice is distributive and procedural justice (Cropanzano & Folger, 1991). Initially, organizational justice literature focused on the distributive justice, which describes the perceived fairness of outcomes an employee receives. Over time, scholars begin to consider the procedural justice or the perceived fairness of procedures to determine the outcomes (Folger & Greenberg, 1985) and interactional justice, as the third form of justice, which refers to perceived fairness of the interpersonal treatment. Interactional justice has been conceptualized as being composed of two facets, informational and interpersonal justice. Although those forms of justice are correlated, research suggests that these factors can be empirically distinguished from one another (Colquitt et al., 2001).

In the current study, the focus is on the perceptions of procedural justice. Procedural justice, stemmed from the Thibaut and Walker’s (1975) control theory and Lind and Tyler’s (1988) group value model, emphasises the perceived fairness of the methods and procedures leading to decision outcomes (Folger & Cropanzano, 1998). Early work on organizational justice demonstrated that justice perceptions have positive correlations with job satisfaction (Mossholder, Bennett & Martin 1998). Findings of numerous studies demonstrate fairly well that fairness is essential to the employee’s overall quality of life within an organization and as perceptions of distributive and procedural fairness increase, job satisfaction also increases (Alexander & Ruderman 1987; Lambert, Edwards, Camp & Saylor, 2005; Lind & Tyler 1988; Randall & Mueller, 1995; Sweeney & Mc Farlin 1993). Likewise, individuals who perceive that they are receiving unfair treatment are more likely to feel angry, and dissatisfied (Eisenberger, Huntington, Hutchison, & Sowa 1986). The study of Martin and Bennett (1996) suggests that procedural and distributive justice yielded significant contributions in predicting job satisfaction. However, Lissak, Mendes and Lind (1983) reported that procedural justice was more important in predicting job satisfaction than was distributive justice among their sample of Canadian Armed Forces.
Similarly, Alexander and Ruderman (1987) found that procedural justice was a stronger predictor of job satisfaction than was distributive justice. Results of the Colquitt et al.’s (2001) meta-analysis, indicate that procedural justice is the more important antecedent of job satisfaction. Since, procedural justice has been shown to be an important predictor of job satisfaction (Colquitt et al., 2001) and there is a growing body of research that examines the correlates of procedural justice (Dulebohn & Ferris, 1999; Folger & Konovsky, 1989), the current study utilizes only the perceptions of procedural justice.

From a conceptual perspective with inductive reasoning, it is meaningful that individuals who have negative unfair evaluations about the procedures in their organization would be less satisfied from their work. One of the plausible explanations for this view comes from social exchange theory. It predicts that individuals who perceive that they are receiving unfair treatment are more likely to feel frustrated and dissatisfied. Based on the reasoning above, we hypothesize that procedural justice will be positively related to job satisfaction.

2.3. Personality traits and organizational justice relationships

Though the introduction of procedural justice provided a potential new direction for research, some studies have investigated the relationship between personality traits and procedural justice. Early studies examined the effects of traits like locus of control (Sweeney, McFarlin, & Cotton, 1991) and delay of gratification (Joy & Witt, 1992) on attitudinal or behavioral reactions of the employees. Recently, Van Hiel, De Cremer and Stouten (2008) indicated that individual differences, such as high belongingness, social reputation needs (Tyler & Lind, 1992), high self-doubt and self-esteem instability (De Cremer & Sedikides, 2005; Van den Bos & Lind, 2002) increase individual’s sensitivity concerning procedural fairness information.

However, limited number of studies explained specifically on the link between the Big-Five and procedural justice. Skarlicki, Folger, and Tesluk (1999) provided some evidence for the role of neuroticism and agreeableness on fairness perceptions. Similarly, Truxillo, Bauer, Campion, and Paronto (2006) provided encouraging findings, with a sample of actual law enforcement applicants, such that neuroticism was negatively related to job applicants’ fairness perceptions regarding whether or not they were fairly treated in personnel selection tests. In a recent study Shi, Lin, Wang and Wang (2009) indicated that agreeableness and neuroticism were important correlates of all types organizational justice. Specifically, agreeableness was found to be positively related to procedural justice, while neuroticism was found to be negatively related to procedural justice. Thus, we expect that each of the four personality traits will have significant associations with procedural justice.

2.4. Mediated relationships: Personality- procedural justice- job satisfaction

There is general agreement that the distal measures of personality traits link to work attitudes and behavior through proximal motivational constructs (Barrick, Stewart, Piotrowski, 2002; McCrae & Costa, 1996). In personality-job satisfaction linkage, issues of justice or fairness are fundamental motivational key concerns. Research about organizational justice has demonstrated that concerns about fairness might affect the attitudes and the behavior of employees (Colquitt & Greenberg, 2003). In their work settings, employees usually judge the fairness of decision making procedures used by the organizations and evaluate whether those procedures are fair and unbiased (Greenberg, 1986; Judge & Colquitt, 2004; Leventhal, 1980). One might argue that justice perceptions and dispositional explanations of job satisfaction like personality traits are not mutually exclusive, even they may relate to one another. These influences may be both additive and independent determinants as well explaining different portions of variance in job satisfaction.

As noted our general hypothesis is that personality traits influence, in part, job satisfaction through justice evaluations. The proposed model builds on previous research which argues that personality traits are distal variables that influence job satisfaction through the mediating effects of proximal justice evaluation process. The proximal effect of procedural justice is expected to be associated with distal Big-Five traits of agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion, and neuroticism. Agreeableness relates to individuals’ interpersonal tendencies concerning with the degree of cooperation, helpfulness and the courtesy that the individual has (Barrick & Mount, 1991).

Agreeable individuals value cooperative environments (e.g., Barrick et al., 2002) and are motivated to maintain harmonious relationships with their coworkers. In doing so, one might argue that agreeable individuals would likely to be sensitive to fair procedures which could enhance harmony within the group (Mount, Ilies, & Johnson, 2006) and consequently experience more satisfying work environments (Judge et al., 2002). Conscientiousness refers to the degree to which an individual is oriented toward duty, achievement, self-control and responsibility. Schmidt and Hunter (1998) argue that conscientious employees are more sensitive to violation of standards and want to receive more formal procedures to achieve better work outcomes.
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Thus, it can be argued that conscientious individuals who strive to achieve better outcomes are more likely to engage in processes which may lead to higher levels of procedural justice and subsequently result in higher job satisfaction. On the other hand, traits like neuroticism and extraversion may also influence which jobs or work situations people favorably or unfavorably evaluate (Emmons, Diener, & Larsen, 1985; Staw & Cohen-Charash, 2005), and how they perceive procedures in their organization (Shi et al., 2009). For instance, employees with high level of neuroticism show anger and anxiety. They tend to dwell on their mistakes, shortcomings and focus more on the negative aspects of the world. Thus, neurotics tend to have negative evaluations and lower level of justice perceptions concerning procedures which in turn affect their level of satisfaction unfavorably. Contrary to neurotics, extraverts tend to experience more positive emotions and perceive their working environment more positively (Brief et al, 1995). It is argued that extraversion might play a role in shaping the individuals’ perceptual process in evaluating the fairness of the situations and procedures favorably (Colquitt, Scott, Judge, & Shaw, 2006). Additionally, extraverts are defined as sociable, talkative and assertive (Barrick & Mount, 1991). Given this profile, extraversion should be important in facilitating the expression of their thoughts. Since the expression of voice and participation increases the fairness, extraverted employees may be more likely to perceive higher levels of procedural justice (Lind, Kanfer,& Earley, 1990). Accordingly, they exhibit higher levels of job satisfaction.

The literature reviewed above showed that mediation conditions applied to this study: (a) relevant personality traits are valid predictors of job satisfaction (JS), (b) personality traits are related to procedural justice (PJ), and (c) PJ is related to JS. Thus, it is plausible to expect that procedural justice mediates the relationship between relevant personality traits and job satisfaction as such;

H1: Procedural justice will mediate a positive relationship between agreeableness and job satisfaction.
H2: Procedural justice will mediate a positive relationship between extraversion and job satisfaction.
H3: Procedural justice will mediate a positive relationship between conscientiousness and job satisfaction.
H4: Procedural justice will mediate a negative relationship between neuroticism and job satisfaction.

3. Methods
3.1. Sample and the procedure
The data analyzed in this study was a part of a larger ongoing project addressing job satisfaction. This study consists of convenience sample of employees working at insurance companies in Turkey. Participants were responsible for serving their own clients individually and they were compensated according to pay for performance plans. The sample included 218 employees working in the units. Participants were assured that their responses were confidential. The standard, self-administered questionnaires were distributed to 300 employees; of those 218 were returned with a response rate of 72.6%. Females made up 37.1% of the sample. The age of the respondents was 30.9 years, ranging from 24 to 64 years. The average tenure of the employees was 5.7.

3.2. Measures
The research survey was designed to gather information about personality traits, procedural justice and job satisfaction. Responses to all of the following multi-item scales were averaged to form composite variables.

Procedural justice: Procedural justice items were measured by Sweeney and McFarlin’s (1997) scale. The scale consists of 13 items. Sample items are “I am not sure what determines how I can get a promotion in this organization” and “There are adequate procedures to get my performance rating reconsidered if necessary”. Respondents rated five-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree (1)” to “strongly agree (5)”. Higher scores were indicative of greater procedural justice. Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was 0.81.

Big-Five Personality: This study used the 44-item Big Five Inventory (BFI) developed by John, Donahue, and Kentle (1991). Some examples of the sets of items in the questionnaire are as follows: “Likes to cooperate with others/is generally trusting” for agreeableness; “perseveres until the task is finished/does a thorough job” for conscientiousness; “is outgoing/talkative” for extraversion and “gets nervous easily/worries a lot” are for neuroticism “Is original/has an active imagination” for openness to experience. Respondents rate each item on a 5-point scale ranging from “disagree strongly (1)” to “agree strongly (5)”. BFI was chosen because of its brevity and because it has proven useful for cross-cultural research (Benet-Martinez & John, 1998). The Turkish translation and adaptation of the instrument was conducted by Sümer, Lajunen and Ozkan (2005) with the translation and back translation procedure. Internal reliability coefficients (Cronbach Alpha) for each of the BFI subscales are all in reasonable intervals ranging from 0.71 to 0.81.

Job Satisfaction: 20-item short form of Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire was used to assess employees’ satisfaction with their current jobs. Responses to items were made on 5-point Likert scale ranging from “very dissatisfied (1)” to “satisfied (5)”.
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Turkish adaptation and validity of the Turkish version of the instrument has been established by Bilgic (1998). Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was 0.92. In order to reduce common method biases, we followed several suggestions of Podsakoff & Organ (1986) and the remedies of Chang, Witteloostuijn & Eden (2010); we (a) used different scale endpoints and response anchors for the criterion and predictor variables, (b) manipulated the order of the questionnaire items (c) used Harman’s single factor-test. All items were entered together into factor a factor analysis, and the results of the unrotated factor solution were examined. As a result, no single factor accounted for the majority of the covariances and no general factor was apparent suggesting common method variance was not a serious issue (Podsakoff & Organ, 1986).

4. Results
4.1. Preliminary analyses
Confirmatory Factor Analyses
Following the two step procedure recommended by Anderson and Gerbing (1988), we first examined the measurement model and then tested the hypotheses. Thus, we conducted a series of confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to test the factor structure of the main study measures. For procedural justice, the examination of the fit-indexes suggest that the single factor model did fit the data after removing item 4. Examination of the fit-indexes for the one-factor model of procedural justice suggested a good fit to the data \[ \chi^2(df = 44) =92.6 \text{ GFI}=0.89, \text{ CFI}=0.87, \text{ TLI}=0.84 \text{ and RMSEA}=0.05 \] . Ideally, a non-significant chi-square is desired but if chi-square value turns out to be less than the three times of the degrees of freedom, the model is again regarded as acceptable (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006).

The fit indexes of the five-factor model of BFI did not suggest a good fit to the data initially \[ 2(df = 892) =4823, \text{ RMSEA}=0.13 \]. Two items had insignificant loadings namely, item 6 (t=1.85, p>0.05) related to extraversion and item 22 (t=1.17, p>0.05) related to agreeableness. After those items were removed, CFA was conducted on the remaining items. Based on the modification indices, a path of covariance was then added between error terms of item 40 and 43 loading on openness to experience scores. The final model shows a better fit to our data, where \[ 2 (df = 808) =1674.42, \text{ GFI}= 0.89, \text{ CFI}=0.90, \text{ TLI}=0.89 \text{ and RMSEA}=0.07 \]. Indexes were created for each dimension of BFI by averaging the relevant items.

Descriptive Statistics
Table 1 presents the means, standard deviations, alpha coefficients and intercorrelations among the study variables. For the reliability tests, final reliability coefficients of the scales and subscales yielded high internal reliability coefficients (in a range between .71 and .92).

Insert table (1) about here
The correlations among the variables provide initial support for our hypotheses. Significant positive correlations were found between the job satisfaction and procedural justice (r=.48, p<.01), agreeableness (r=.26, p<.01), conscientiousness (r=.22, p<.01), extraversion(r=.22, p<.01), and neuroticism (r=-.25, p<.01). Consistent with the previous research, individuals who score high in procedural justice tended to be more satisfied with their job. Moreover, procedural justice was correlated with conscientiousness (r=.38, p<.01), extraversion(r=.30, p<.01), neuroticism(r=-.18, p<.01) and agreeableness (r=.16, p<.01).

4.2. Hypothesis Testing
Mediated regression analysis
Mediated regression procedures were used to test the hypothesized models. Baron and Kenny (1986) suggested that three conditions are needed to prove the mediational hypothesis: First, the independent variables must significantly influence the mediator; second, the mediator must significantly influence the dependent variables; and if all of these conditions took place, the effect of independent variables would be weakened when the mediator was entered in the last step. If the independent variables become insignificant when the mediator enters to the equation than full mediation occurs. The results of the series of mediated regression analysis are presented in Table 2.

1 The criteria for a good fit (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson & Tatham, 2006): \( \chi^2/df \) ratio <3, GFI=goodness-of-fit index (GFI>0.90), TLI=Tucker Lewis Index (TLI> 0.90), RMSEA=root mean square error approximation (RMSEA<0.08), CFI =comparative fit index (CFI>0.90).
Equations 1a through 1d tested the relationship between agreeableness and JS as mediated by PJ; equations through 2a to 2d tested the relationship between conscientiousness and JS as mediated by PJ; from 3a to 3d tested the the relationship between extraversion and JS as mediated by PJ; and finally 4a through 4d tested the the relationship between neuroticism and JS as mediated by PJ.

**Insert table (2) about here**

As shown in equations from 1a to 1d in Table 2, the three mediation conditions are confirmed. Both PJ and agreeableness were related to JS but the relationship between agreeableness and JS was weakened (decreased from .237 to .179) when PJ was added to the regression model. We used the Sobel test (1982) to test whether the the indirect effect of agreeableness on JS via the mediator is significantly different from zero using the relevant parameter estimates and standard errors (Baron & Kenny, 1986). Sobel test was significant (z=1.97, p=.05), indicating that PJ partially mediated the relationship between agreeableness and JS. Thus, H1 is confirmed.

As it can be seen in Equations from 3a to 3d in Table 2, both PJ and extraversion were related to JS but the relationship between extraversion and JS was weakened (from .226 to .102) when PJ was added into the model. Sobel test was significant (z=3.87, p<.01) indicating that PJ partially mediated the relation between extraversion and JS, and thus supporting H2. Similarly for the equations 4a to 4d in Table 2, both PJ and neuroticism were related to JS but the relative weight of neuroticism on JS was weakened (from -.26 to -.18) when PJ was added into the model. Sobel test was significant (z=-2.55, p<.01) indicating that PJ partially mediated the relation between neuroticism and JS.So, H4 is supported.

Finally, equation 2a indicated that conscientiousness was positively related to PJ, while equation 2b showed that PJ was positively related to JS. Equation 2c indicates that conscientiousness is significantly related to JS, however equation 2d demonstrates that the effect of conscientiousness become insignificant when the mediator (PJ) enters to the equation. This indicates that PJ acts as a full mediator in the relationship between conscientiousness and JS, supporting H3.

**5. Discussion**

The purpose of this study was to further investigate the mediating effect of procedural justice in personality-job satisfaction linkage. We found agreeableness, extraversion, conscientiousness were positively, while neuroticism was negatively related to job satisfaction. Moreover, procedural justice was positively related to job satisfaction, replicating earlier researches. The originality of the present study is that it extends the prior literature by providing distal personality traits and proximal justice perceptions into personality-job satisfaction relationship. This study provides encouraging evidence that some employees with certain personality traits are more vulnerable to fairness issues and consequently contribute to job satisfaction. Our results demonstrate that the relationships between conscientiousness and job satisfaction were completely mediated by procedural justice, while the relationship between extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism and job satisfaction were partially mediated by procedural justice.

Conscientiousness was found to be strongest mediating variable out of other personality traits. The effect of conscientiousness on job satisfaction is fully mediated through procedural justice. Thus conscientious individuals were more likely to perceive procedural fairness which linked to higher job satisfaction. Conscientious individuals are commonly described as reliable, dutiable and achievement oriented. These characteristics are relevant to justice perceptions because they pertain the tendency to follow rules and conform to the norms of the organizations (Mount et al., 2006). Conscientious individuals also feel secure themselves under conditions of conformity and control. In determining the outcomes, the presence of procedures allows employees to have a sense of control over the organizational decision making (Korsgaard, Schweiger, & Sapienza, 1995) with increasing justice perceptions initially and enhancing job satisfaction subsequently.

The dispositional effects of extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism on job satisfaction were partially mediated by procedural justice. The major portion of the relationship between extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism and job satisfaction was indirect through procedural justice perceptions of employees, suggesting the lack of procedural justice is even more important. These findings demonstrate that extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism predict job satisfaction because they predispose employees to react in certain ways to their job situations and experiences, as reflected in their fairness evaluations of the procedures (Mount et al., 2006). The finding that employees evaluations of fairness perceptions as extrinsic motivational variable explains, in part, the influence of their personality traits on job satisfaction is an important first step in understanding the mechanisms through which personality traits influence such attitudinal reactions at work.
On the other hand, equally important finding was that procedural justice did not fully mediate the personality and job satisfaction relationships; that is extraversion; agreeableness and neuroticism have also direct relationships with job satisfaction that was independent of one’s fairness evaluations of procedures. Additionally, recent research suggests that the perceptions about procedural justice encompass not only situational and contextual assessments of fairness (Lucas, Alexander, Firestone, & LeBreton, 2007), but also stable dispositional tendencies of personality traits like extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism to perceive favorable attitudinal reactions.

5.1. Practical Implications

The mediation effects of procedural justice on the relation between Big-Five personality traits and job satisfaction found in the current study has several practical implications for both employees and managers. The managerial level of employees should comprehend that dispositional and motivational variables are both important determinants of job satisfaction; the impact of dispositional variables is partly indirect by influencing procedural justice perceptions. In this regard, job satisfaction captures the degree to which the employee is happy with the job (Hackman & Oldham, 1980). Thus, managers should acknowledge that employees bring certain expectations to their jobs about the fairness of company policies, procedures and practices related with salary, working conditions and performance outcomes. If those expectations are met, it will have greater impact on satisfaction level of the employees toward their job. Our findings indicate that organizations should focus more on developing employee’s justice perception which is the underlying relationship between personality and job satisfaction. The level of the dispositional character of the employees can not be easily changed, but procedural justice might be cultivated, or facilitate the effects of personality on job satisfaction by strengthening employees’ fair procedural justice perceptions. Specifically, the job satisfaction of employees who compensated according to pay for performance plans might be affected more by the fairness of procedures compared to the satisfaction of employees working in other public and private businesses.

5.2. Limitation

The first limitation of the research concerns the use of convenience sample which relatively limits the generalizability of the results. Future studies might be needed to replicate this study in other occupational samples and other cultures. Another limitation is the cross-sectional design which does not allow for an assessment of causality. Further studies with longitudinal or experimental research designs might confirm the causality of the hypothesized relationships. Another avenue for future research concerns examination of other mediating variables linking personality and job satisfaction. Our result suggest some situational variables like leadership, empowerment, feedback environment, social support in addition to other forms of justice (distributive and informational) might be extended with dispositional variables in predicting job satisfaction. Finally, because the information was collected with a self-report survey, common-method bias is still another concern although several remedies were followed to reduce it.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics and intercorrelations about study variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cronbach α</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-052</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenure</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>.656**</td>
<td>-127</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural Justice</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>-.122</td>
<td>-.109</td>
<td>-.023</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>-.044</td>
<td>-.169*</td>
<td>-.102</td>
<td>.161*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>-.162*</td>
<td>-.048</td>
<td>-.144*</td>
<td>.389**</td>
<td>.354**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>.59</td>
<td>-.023</td>
<td>-.062</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>.302**</td>
<td>.391**</td>
<td>.539**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>-.045</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>-.004</td>
<td>-.185*</td>
<td>-.408**</td>
<td>-.562**</td>
<td>-.527**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>-.153</td>
<td>-.076</td>
<td>-.071</td>
<td>.478**</td>
<td>.264**</td>
<td>.219**</td>
<td>.220**</td>
<td>-.249**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N=218, *p<.05, **p<.001

Table 2. Results of the mediated regression analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a</td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>Procedural Justice</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.134*</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>9.70**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b</td>
<td>Proc Justice</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.466**</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>56.42**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c</td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.237*</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>12.07**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1d</td>
<td>Procedural Justice (St1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.443*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.179*</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>33.49**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a</td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>Procedural Justice</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.375**</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>33.13**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b</td>
<td>Proc Justice</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.466**</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>56.42**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c</td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.216*</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>9.91**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d</td>
<td>Procedural Justice (St1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.39</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.449**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.046 ns</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>28.37**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>Procedural Justice</td>
<td>.271</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.284**</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>17.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b</td>
<td>Proc Justice</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.466**</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>56.42**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3c</td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.226**</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>10.93**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d</td>
<td>Procedural Justice (St1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.437**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.102**</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>29.68**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4a</td>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>Procedural Justice</td>
<td>-.16</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>-.174</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>7.34*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b</td>
<td>Proc Justice</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.466**</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>56.42**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4c</td>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>-.21</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.260**</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>14.73**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4d</td>
<td>Procedural Justice (St1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.434**</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neuroticism</td>
<td>-.15</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>-.185**</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>33.79**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ns= non-significant *p<.05, **p<.001